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Western, and especially Canadian media reported, especially during the period 2007-2011, a significant number of Russian air patrols in the Arctic. These patrols were often described as potential threats for the Canadian security and sovereignty. However, a comparative analysis of the frequency of Russian air patrols in the Arctic and in other areas of operation attests to the rather low level of activity of the Russian air force. This suggests the narrative about the would-be Russian air threat reflects either misinformation or an oriented political discourse.

The Canadian media reported, especially during the period 2007-2011, a large number of Russian air patrols in the Arctic. The narrative of these reports, as well as of the Canadian government at the time, depicted these patrols as threats to Canadian security and to Canadian sovereignty in the Arctic. How did the level of activity of Russian bombers in the Canadian Arctic compare with other regions, and to what extent did these patrols represent a threat to Canadian sovereignty?

In 2007, Russia resumed bomber patrols in the Arctic after several years of absence following the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991. This resumption came around the same time as the flag episode in 2007, when a Russian submarine planted a Russian flag right at the North Pole on the sea floor, thus triggering a storm of outraged comments from Canadian officials. The Russian government readily admitted to the apparent sharp increase in its air patrol activity, explaining that its air force needed training just like any other country. These patrols, it argued, are routine exercises that maintain the readiness of its air force in the area.

Indeed, the resumption of Russian bomber patrols in the Arctic was paralleled by an increase of activity in other areas, notably in the North Atlantic, the Western Pacific, the Black Sea and the Baltic. Activity increased again in 2014, with the advent of the Ukrainian conflict. Yet there remained a certain degree of uncertainty as to what this Russian aggressiveness or assertiveness meant. British Foreign Secretary Philip Hammond said in December 2014 that he was concerned with “the extremely aggressive” probing of Britain’s airspace by Russian military aircraft, after a series of interceptions off the Scottish coast. Hammond had previously said that the sharp
increase in such activity in recent years was because of a Kremlin military overhaul that “had been overlooked by many” (Euronews, 2015).

However, analysis of the Canadian government’s discourse demonstrates that the rhetoric of a threat to Canadian security and sovereignty may not have been justified. The analysis of Russian air patrol patterns close to the Canadian Arctic hints at a low air activity in the Arctic, in contrast to other regions where the Russian air force activity is much more sustained.

Are these Russian air patrols in the Arctic a real threat to Canadian security and sovereignty in the region? Or is it a media fantasy, one which hastily conflated rhetoric triggered by the Russian flag episode with a resumption of Russian military activity, so as to forge an image of a threatening and posturing Russia? In other words, was the discourse about the threat from Russian bomber patrols warranted by the actual levels of air activity, and was this activity comparable or higher than in other regions? An analysis of Russian patrol patterns and comparisons of Russian air patrol activity levels serve as the basis for this analysis.

**Russian Air Patrols in the Arctic**

In August of 2007, Russia resumed long-range bomber patrols over the Arctic, and on July 14, 2008, the country announced that it would resume surface patrols of Arctic waters with Northern Fleet units (Huebert, 2009; Blank, 2011; Sergunin & Konyshev, 2015). Both of these patrolling activities had been suspended following the conclusion of the Cold War. The bomber patrols were deemed controversial by some Western experts, after patrols approached Canada, Alaska, and the United Kingdom (UK) as well as Norway’s central command at Bodø (Kefferpütz, 2010). Most of these patrols were intercepted, but they often made headlines in Canada and the UK (for instance CNN, 2008; National Post, 2009, Scotsman, 2010; see Lasserre et al., 2013; Landriault, 2013).

Foreign governments, analysts and the media, have, ever since the planting of a Russian flag at the bottom of the Arctic Ocean at the North Pole in 2007, often described Russian maneuvers, discourse, and defense programs as jingoistic, if not as bluntly belligerent (Lasserre et al., 2013). In the frame of this reportedly tension-ridden Arctic region, Russia published a new Arctic Strategy (2008). Several analysts were prompt to underline reportedly bellicose assertions found within this document. James Kraska reported that “in a language reminiscent of the hand-wringing over bipolar measurements concerning the U.S.-Soviet ‘coalition of forces’ in the 1970s, Moscow’s new strategy states that Arctic resources will become the ‘critical point for the world military balance’” (Kraska 2009: 1117). Kimberly Gordy established a link between the Russian planting of a flag at the North Pole in 2007, the sending of bomber patrols towards the Canadian Arctic (“over the Canadian Arctic”, 565, (sic)), and the publication of the Russian Arctic Policy, as proof of Russia's aggressive posturing and “disregard for Canadian security and environmental interests” (Gordy 2010: 564). In February 2015, Admiral Bill Gortney, Commander of U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM), and North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD), said Russian military aircraft have been spotted more frequently, close to U.S. and Canadian territory in the Arctic. “They’ve been very aggressive”, he said, “aggressive in the amount of flights, not aggressive in how they fly” without giving figures (USNI News, 2015) (see Fig. 1, 2).
In this vein, interceptions of Russian long-range bomber patrols in the Arctic have fueled comments from academics (Tayloe, 2015; Lackenbauer & Lajeunesse, 2016) and Canadian officials from 2008 onwards, especially up to 2010 (Genest & Lasserre, 2015). Prime Minister Harper specified in 2008: “We’re concerned about Russia’s testing of Canadian airspace and other indications, and certainly Russian actions in other parts of the world, which may indicate some desire to work outside of the international framework. And that’s obviously why we’re taking a range of measures including military measures to strengthen our sovereignty in the North” (Akin, 2008). Then, in 2009, Harper remarked that “I have expressed […] the deep concern our government has with increasingly aggressive Russian actions around the globe and Russian intrusions into our airspace.” (CBC News, 2009).

**Figure 1:** An F-15 Eagle fighter intercepting a Tu-95 bomber near Alaska.

![Image of F-15 Eagle intercepting Tu-95 bomber](www.norad.mil/Newsroom/tabid/3170/Article/578117/norad-intercepts-russian-aircraft.aspx)

**Figure 2:** A CF-18 Hornet fighter intercepting a Tu-95 bomber near the Canadian Arctic coastline.

![Image of CF-18 Hornet intercepting Tu-95 bomber](source: Canadian Department of National Defense, with permission.)
Former Canadian Minister of Defense, Peter MacKay, hinted in 2008 that Russian bomber patrols could infringe on Canadian airspace: “When we see a Russian bear approaching Canadian air space, we meet them with an F-18,’ said MacKay, referring to Arctic patrol flights by Russian bombers ‘we remind them that this is Canadian air space, that this is Canadian sovereign air space, and they turn back.’” (Vancouver Sun, 2008). In February 2009, the media reported that “two Russian military bombers came close to breaching northern Canadian airspace on the eve of U.S. President Barack Obama’s visit here last week, Defence Minister Peter MacKay revealed” (Chase, 2009).

Peter Mackay again talked in 2010 about Canadian fighter jets that “scrambled” to intercept and “repel” Russian bombers before they would enter Canadian airspace (Pugliese, 2010). In 2010, after another Russian bomber patrol was intercepted by Canadian fighters, Prime Minister Harper underlined that “Thanks to the rapid response of the Canadian Forces, at no time did the Russian aircraft enter Canadian sovereign airspace”, implying that had Canadian CF-18s not intervened quickly, the Russian bombers would have violated Canadian airspace (Ibbitson, 2010). Later, Defense Minister MacKay admitted that Russian bombers did not enter Canadian airspace: “‘They were in the buffer zone’, said MacKay, stressing that although the planes did not enter Canada’s sovereign airspace, the bombers did come inside the 300 nautical mile zone that Canada claims” (sic) (Lilley, 2010).

Foreign Affairs Minister Lawrence Cannon underlined that “when an issue of national importance is raised at the Arctic Council, our government does, and always will, stand up for our interests and ownership over the Arctic. This is why we react so strongly when other nations, like Russia, engage in exercises and other activities that appear to challenge our security in the North” (Cannon, 2009).

Did the Russian Patrols Represent Real Threats?

Mostly Tu-95 Bear bombers, and at times Tu-160’s from Russian strategic airbases (Fig. 3), came close to the Canadian Arctic, according to media articles and defense reports (U.S. Northern Command, 2015; Stadnyk, 2015). Russian bomber patrols were depicted by media reports and government declarations as challenges to Canadian sovereignty and security (Genest & Lasserre, 2015). Was their behavior typical of a challenging would-be foe?

This willingness to publicize the Russian patrols in the Arctic contrasts with the Canadian government’s historical practice of managing communications regarding the risk of intrusion into the Arctic area (Teeple, 2010). These incidents, true or fantasied, were typically wrapped in secrecy and a desire to not address them publicly. The identification of the nationality of the actor at the source of these actions was also to be avoided (Landriault, 2013). The contrast between the high-profile communications about Russian bomber patrols in recent years, and the secrecy surrounding the other reported cases of intrusion, suggests that there may be a specific communications strategy with respect to these declarations regarding the Russian air threat.

First, most pictures reportedly taken during the interceptions of Russian Tu-95 or Tu-160 bombers by American or Canadian fighter planes show that the Russian planes flew at high altitude (Hickley & Williams, 2007; Baev, 2009; Lasserre et al., 2013) and were thus not trying to evade detection nor interception. Besides, they may have borne no weapons, as all of the pictures depicting interceptions by NORAD planes show the Tu-95 or Tu-160 bearing no missiles on the
wing pods. However, nothing can be said about the bomb bays for both the Tu-95s and the Tu-160s as they were kept closed.

Figure 3: Location of Russian strategic airbases and routes of bomber patrols.

Second, although the increased Russian air and naval activity since 2007 is impressive when compared to the long period of decay in the Russian armed forces following the collapse of the Soviet Union, it is far below the average Cold War levels (Zysk, 2011; Lasserre et al., 2013). The resumption of Arctic patrols may therefore be interpreted more in terms of the desire not to lose operational capacity and, above all, as a political tool designed to display capability, rather than the sign of a renewed aggressiveness in the Arctic (Henrotin, 2011; Zysk, 2011; Konyshev &
NORAD spokesman Lt. Desmond James explained in 2010 that “both Russia and NORAD routinely exercise their capability to operate in the North. These exercises are important to both NORAD and Russia and are not cause for alarm” (CBC News, 2010b).

Third, except for a few occasions, Russian bombers fly unescorted by fighter planes, thus being easy targets for intercepting fighter jets from American or Canadian bases. Exceptions may occur, but rarely, as happened on September 18, 2014 (thus after the onset of the Ukrainian crisis), when American F-22s intercepted two Russian Tu-95 bombers, two refueling tankers and two MiG-31 interceptors above the Beaufort Sea. The same day Canadian CF-18 intercepted Tu-95 Bears 75 km off Canada’s Arctic coast (CBC News, 2014).

Finally, Defense Minister MacKay’s assertions in 2008 and 2009 about Russian bombers coming close to violating Canadian airspace were questioned by U.S. General Gene Renuart, Commander of U.S. NORTHCOM/North American Aerospace Defence Command (NORAD) from 2007-2010, when he declared in February 2009 that “the Russians have conducted themselves professionally; they have maintained compliance with the international rules of airspace sovereignty and have not entered the internal airspace of either of the countries” (Chase, 2009). It appears that the Canadian jets intercepted the Russian Tu-95 bombers 190 kilometers northeast of Tuktoyaktuk, NWT on Feb. 18th, 2009. They had not entered Canadian airspace but did stray into a zone of international airspace under Canada’s monitoring and control (Chase, 2009). Other media reports and government declarations also underline that the Russian bombers never entered Canadian nor American airspace (Lilley, 2010; CBC News, 2010 quoting Defense Minister MacKay himself; Stadnyk, 2015; U.S. Northern Command, 2015).

The buffer zone is an airspace where traffic is monitored; sometimes called the ADIZ (Air Defense Identification Zone), where air traffic is monitored for security objectives but not controlled (Fig. 4). It seems the media often confuse this buffer zone or the ADIZ with the actual sovereign airspace (U.S. Northern Command, 2015), which extends only 12 miles beyond the coast. Russian bombers have been known to enter the Canadian or the American ADIZ, as they extend much farther offshore, or, in Europe, into the “Flight Information Region” (RAF, 2015) or the “area of interest” (Sky News, 2015). “State aircraft of sovereign nations are not required to file flight plans into the ADIZ” (Stadnyk, 2015), thus Russian bomber patrols do not breach any international law. Russia declared they often field flight plans and thus warned ahead of their coming into the vicinity of Alaska and Arctic Canada. This was however denied by the Canadian government (CBC News, 2009).

The 1944 Chicago Convention posits that “the contracting States recognize that every State has complete and exclusive sovereignty over the air-space above its territory” (art. 1); art. 2 adds “For the purposes of this Convention, the territory of a State shall be deemed to be the land areas and territorial waters adjacent thereto under the sovereignty, suzerainty, protection or mandate of such State” (ICAO, 1944; Pépin, 1956) – thus customarily defined as within 12 nautical miles (nm). Despite the fact Art. 3 specifies the Convention is applicable to civil aircraft only, no State challenged the interpretation as to what constitutes the sovereign airspace (Kish & Turns, 1995). Violating the actual airspace with military planes is a serious international offense (actually, an act of war) and it is likely that if the Russian bombers had actually done so, diplomatic language would have been much coarser.
Whereas the Russians seem to have been cautious not to violate sovereign airspace, the very fact of not filing flight plans in advance, a practice now apparently commonplace, is heavily disruptive of civilian air traffic, probably more so in dense European areas than in the Canadian Arctic. Along with scrambling interceptors, controllers neutralise a large portion of airspace to avoid collisions (National Post, 2015; RT News, 2015). When such an operation takes place in the North Sea, or even worse in the English Channel, the delays to civilian flights were numerous.

**A Different Pattern in Eastern Europe Since 2014**

This behavior near the Canadian and American Arctic, or the North Atlantic, is in sharp contrast to the Russian air forces’ behavior close to Japan, or in the Black Sea, or the Baltic Sea, especially since the onset of the political crisis in Ukraine in March 2014. The number of intercepts in the airspace close to Japan are much more numerous (see Table 2), as they are for the European theatres of operation. In Europe, Russian patrols display a larger variety of planes, such as tactical bombers like Su-24 Fencers or Su-25 Frogfoots, along with the strategic long-range bombers witnessed in the Arctic, but also fighter planes like Su-27 Flankers and Su-35 Flankers E or the MiG-29 Fulcrum, either escorting the bombers or flying alone in patrols and obviously carrying weapons, and occasionally briefly violating the actual airspace of Finland or Latvia or Sweden (Aviationist, 2013; Défens-Aéro, 2013; Deutsche Welle, 2014; Libération, 2014), or flying along the limit of a neighbor’s airspace in a provocative way (Le Monde, 2015). Similarly, reports hint at the fact that since 2014, Russian bombers have been known to carry ordnance (BarentsObserver, 2015); and that Russian planes often fly with their transponders off or without flight plans (NATO, 2014; Financial Times, 2015; Huberdeau, 2015), something that was never reported about Russian bomber patrols near the North American Arctic. Besides, the different nature of the planes involved is also a clue to the different behavior: a Su-27 fighter jet is a more effective tool to probe reactions and adopt an aggressive behavior than a slow and defenseless Tu-95 bomber.

However, media or research reports are not always clear as to whether they are talking about sovereign airspace violations, or incursions of Russian warplanes into monitored airspace. In Conley and Rohloff (2015), a long paragraph mixes reports of sovereign airspace violations, scrambles to intercept Russian warplanes, and tracking of Russian places flying into NATO-surveyed airspace, which are three different concepts. For instance, British media accounts mention that Russian warplanes were intercepted in 2010 within the British sovereign airspace: “Eventually the Russians left UK airspace and, after four hours, the Tornado crews stood down and returned to Leuchars [airbase]” (STV News, 2010). The webpage also mentions that interceptions “over British airspace” occurred 20 times in 2009; whereas in another account, a spokesperson from the British Ministry of Defense rather mentions that the “Russian military flights have never entered UK sovereign airspace without authorization” (Sky News, 2014).

The crowded airspace, and the common borders of NATO countries with Russia in Eastern Europe, provides for more opportunities for aggressive behavior and airspace violations. For example, military traffic between mainland Russia and the Kaliningrad enclave is authorized and is common practice. It usually uses an authorized corridor in the Lithuanian airspace. Deviations from this corridor, intentional or not, are common. NATO deploys an air policing mission on a
permanent basis – voluntary member states usually provide a patrol of four fighters in turns. Scrambles to intercept incoming Russian military aircrafts are frequent and the behavior of Russian fighter and fighter-bomber pilots is occasionally described as “aggressive”. It seems that live ammunition is sometimes carried, however with targeting radars switched off. Tension, aggressiveness and airspace violations seem to be a much more common occurrence along Russia’s borders in Eastern Europe, especially since the Ukrainian crisis in 2014, than in the Arctic.

Besides, the Russian authorities assert that there has been a similar increase in NATO air activity in recent years. Russia protested over a reported sharp increase of NATO air patrols close to its borders (WSJ, 2014). “US RC-135 reconnaissance aircraft carry out flights almost daily,” said Col. Gen. Viktor Bondarev, commander-in-chief- of the Russian Air Force. “In 2014, more than 140 RC-135 flights have taken place compared to 22 flights in 2013,” Bondarev also said that NATO surveillance flights over the Baltic Sea and the Barents Sea have grown to 8-12 a week, and NATO tactical flights (fighters, tactical bombers) have doubled from 2013 to about 3000 flights (USNI News, 2014).

**Russian Warplanes Patrols: A Marginal Phenomenon in the Arctic**

Comparing the frequency of Russian bomber patrols approaching North American airspace to that of other airspaces such as Japan’s, Norway’s, or those in Eastern Europe, also helps put the phenomenon into perspective. Of course, there is no official databank for such events and collecting the data to make up a comparison relies on partial data, on figures gathered from governmental reports, on media accounts fueled by government notices, on research reports and on newspaper reports. The image thus drawn should not be interpreted as constituting absolute figures, but rather as a way to compare the magnitude of Russian military planes’ patrols close to different airspaces.

Regehr (2013) reminds us that “U.S. NORAD fighters were scrambled 1518 times between 1989 and 1992; 111 times in Alaska.” 7.3% of these fighter-scrambles were therefore in Alaska. More recent figures show a different picture for the Arctic, with rather low figures of activity, especially when compared to other regions.

We set up an analysis so as to track statistics about the occurrence of Russian air military patrols in the Canadian Arctic, and compare these figures with other areas such as Norway, the North Sea, the Baltics, and the Sea of Japan. This research is exploratory as there is no unified source for such data: some governments regularly publish figures; some occasionally do; some figures are at times made public by military organizations like NORAD or NATO; and some figures are proxies built up from media occurrences when no official figure is to be found. It must thus be emphasized that figures from Tables 1 and 2 are not to be taken as absolute figures, but as orders of magnitude.

**What Can be Inferred from this Data?**

First, indeed there has been a sudden onset in the occurrence of Russian bomber patrols in the air zones close to Arctic Canada in 2007, after years of little activity in the wake of the collapse of the Cold War. Figures from Huebert, Viel and NORAD all underline this fact (see Table 1), and for 2014, do point to another increase in the occurrence of the phenomenon. It must be
underlined that this renewed activity is not new, but a resumption of something that was routine during the Cold War.

Second, whether from the analysis of media accounts (Viel, 2014) or from official reports in other areas (Table 2), it appears that the intercepts conducted in the North American Arctic are not numerous: the numbers are modest compared to the intercepts routinely performed in the Barents Sea area by the Norwegian Air Force, or in the North Sea by the Royal Air Force, or by the Japanese Air Force, or even generally in the Baltics or the European area. The NORAD/USNORTHCOM Commander Gortney asserted in 2015 that the figures had steeply expanded but did not give any specific numbers (USNI News, 2015). We have found that it went from an average of 5 over the period 2009-2014, to 10 in 2014 (implying a recalculated average of about 4 over the period 2009-2013). It is a significant increase, although remaining at moderate levels, and it remains to be seen how it evolves over time.

Third, the level of activity by the Russian air force is by no means comparable to the level of activity that took place during the Cold War era. In the airspace close to Lithuania, figures for 1992-95 (Table 2) are much larger than the present levels of activity, despite the recent surge in Russian air patrols. Similarly, in the air space around northern Norway, according to official numbers from the Norwegian Joint Command Headquarters, “there had been 43 scrambles and 69 identifications in international air space outside the coast of Norway in 2014. In 2013 there were 41 scrambles and 58 identifications, and in 2012 there were 41 scrambles and 71 identifications. The numbers are considerably lower than during the 1980s, when there could be as many as 500 to 600 identifications per year” (Sergunin, 2015); another figure puts the number of total Norwegian scrambles at 471 in 1984 (Robertson, 1988: 131). Around Japan, global figures for scrambles during the Cold War (depicted as largely implying Soviet warplanes) stood at 798 for 1978, 783 for 1980, 929 for 1982 (ibid.) and 944 for 1984 (Nishihara, 1987: 163), again considerably above present-day levels. If Japan’s air force scrambled 943 times in 2014, it is not only to intercept Russian warplanes, but also those of North Korea and China (Japanese Ministry of Defense, 2015; RNZ, 2015).

Fourth, since 2014 and the onset of the Ukrainian crisis, the number of intercepts has increased significantly, but again much more so in Europe (Baltic area, Black Sea area, and to a more limited extent in the North Sea, by the Royal Air Force) than in the Arctic, where there is a definite but modest increase in activity (Table 2).

These figures highlight that the level of military activity near the North American Arctic involving Russian planes is by no means comparable to the level observed in other areas, whether it be the Sea of Japan, the Baltics, the Black Sea, the North Sea or the Barents Sea. The intercepts resumed in 2007 and increased in 2014 as a probable consequence of renewed tension because of the Ukrainian crisis, but the figures do not hint at a real pressure from the Russian air force towards the NORAD area of operations.

**Observations: What Threat do These Patrols Imply?**

Just as there appears to be a pattern of discourse from the Canadian media regarding the interception of Russian bomber patrols in the Arctic (Landriault, 2013; Genest & Lasserre, 2015), several media articles underlined the Russian decision to open Arctic air force bases from 2012 onwards (Barents Observer, 2013b; CASR, 2014). Canada’s Conservative government
banked once again on numerous bomber patrols in the Summer 2014 in order to renew the idea that Canada’s sovereignty was threatened in the Arctic: “We are deeply concerned, and we are determined to promote and defend the sovereignty of Canada in the Arctic” asserted then-Foreign Minister John Baird in August (RT News, 2014).
### Table 1: Number of intercepts of Russian warplanes by NATO fighter planes, according to various sources, 1992-2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORAD Arctic 2007-2010 Peter Mackay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992-2011 Rob Huebert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Arctic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Arctic</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORAD Arctic 2009-2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Arctic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltic</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Sea</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORAD Arctic 2006-2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska 2014-2015 Media sources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources by category:**

Table 2: Number of intercepts of Russian warplanes by NATO, Japanese or Western fighter planes, 1992-2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region and Period</th>
<th>1990’</th>
<th>2000’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania 1992-2004</td>
<td>2557</td>
<td>2621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltics by NATO 2013-2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe by NATO 2013-2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria 2007-2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway 2007-2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea, UK intercepts 2010-2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan 2010-2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources by region:**


The Russian airbases used for these patrols are usually former bases that were abandoned in the years following the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, part of the eleven forward bases the USSR had built in the High Arctic (Åtland, 2011). Moscow does not intend to open new bases but to repair, and make operational, airstrips from these old airbases (Air International, 2013) (Fig. 3). The Russian government intended to create a stir when, in September 2012, the media reported that Russia was deploying MiG-31 squadrons to such an airfield in Novaya Zemlya (Barents Observer, 2012). However, news quickly emerged that Russia had hesitated because the permanent forward deployment of such planes was likely to be costly (Barents Observer, 2013). It is not yet clear if these bases are going to be used year-round.

Regehr hinted in 2013 that a hidden motive of the Canadian fighter dispatches to the Arctic is to wave the flag. He quotes a Canadian Defence Department’s description of an April 2006 flight of two CF-18 fighter aircraft dispatched on an Arctic patrol; an objective was for the planes to be seen by as many northerners as possible, and the aircraft were flown over as many settlements as possible (Regehr, 2013). Dispatching powerful fighter jets to fly in Arctic areas was part of the government narrative in defending their decision in favor of the F-35, and in promoting the general idea that the government was strong in the defense of a threatened Canadian sovereignty (Roussel & Perreault, 2009; Lasserre et al., 2013; Regehr, 2013; Genest & Lasserre 2015), as the jets would prove to be “an extremely effective deterrent against challenges to Canadian sovereignty” (Government of Canada, 2010). However, the Canadian ADIZ does not extend over the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (Fig. 4). The official reason for this is that the Canadian ADIZ is part of the continental ADIZ, an “area encircling the continental land mass of Canada and the U.S., established to facilitate NORAD’s efforts to monitor the approaches to North America. It is primarily within this zone that the identification, location and control of […] unauthorized aircraft are performed in the interest of national security” (Duval, 2009). The map however conveys the idea that the threat level for Canadian sovereignty is low. Indeed, there is little air surveillance in this remote part of Canada’s territory. The contrast between the light monitoring of military movements over the Canadian archipelago and the strong rhetoric of the need to quickly dispatch powerful fighter jets to defend a much threatened Canadian sovereignty is intriguing.

Notwithstanding Canada’s Conservative Prime Minister’s, his Foreign Minister’s, and his Defense Minister’s, energetic promises to stand up to Russian bombers, in 2010 the House of Commons Standing Committee on National Defence underlined in its report on Canada’s Arctic Sovereignty that “there is no immediate military threat to Canadian territories either in or ‘through’ the Arctic” (Parliament of Canada, 2010). In 2011 the Senate Defence Committee came to the same conclusion: “The question remains, is there a military threat to Canada in the Arctic? The consensus of witnesses was that there is not, in the sense of an imminent or even foreseeable peril” (28). The head of the Joint Task Force (North) told the Committee: “There is no conventional threat and therefore we are not arming ourselves in
preparation for an attack from any country. The likelihood of an attack in the High Arctic is as likely as an attack in downtown Toronto” (Senate of Canada, 2011: 28). This analysis was confirmed in 2016 by Rear Admiral Bishop in 2016: “While the geographic and geopolitical landscape is complex and rapidly evolving, there is currently no military threat to Canada in the Arctic” (Standing Committee on National Defence, 2016).

**Figure 4:** American and Canadian ADIZ under NORAD coordination

The Russians are doing what they have done for decades, and that is flying in international airspace near Canadian and American airspace to show their presence, train their pilots, and test North American reactions. The Canadians and Americans military also “scramble” their fighter jets, displaying Canada’s and the U.S. presence, thus training their own pilots, and testing response times, with a view towards not giving too much information away on their own speed of reaction (Regehr, 2015). A NORAD spokesperson confirmed in fact that while the incidents of flights had indeed increased, they remained “in keeping with the mission of routine training and exercises” (Kreft, 2014; Regehr, 2015), even after the 2014 Ukrainian crisis as most of the increased air activity is taking place in Europe. For the United States, the Arctic is under U.S. NORTHCOM’s area of responsibility but it is not a priority (Charron, 2015). As NORAD underlined in 2010, “both Russia and NORAD routinely exercise their capability to operate in the North. These exercises are important to both NORAD and Russia and are not cause for alarm” (CBC News, 2010b).

Attesting to the low level of threat attached to the Russian bomber patrols close to the NORAD area, a few papers even hint at the idea that the American or Canadian air forces do not even systematically scramble fighter aircrafts to intercept them. In May 2015, a media account mentioned that in 2014, “only 6 out of 10 incursions saw U.S. or Canadian aircraft intercept Moscow’s long-range attack aircraft”. In April 2015, similarly, “two Russian Tu-95 Bear H bombers flew into the U.S. ADIZ, in what was the first such incursions since the beginning of the year: pretty routine, except that no U.S. or Canadian fighter jet were launched to intercept” them (Aviationist, 2015). CNN also mentioned the Pentagon considered the idea of “stopping routine intercepts of Russian military aircraft flying off the coast of Alaska” (CNN, 2015).

**Conclusion**

Since 2007, with the resumption of Russian air and marine patrols in the Arctic, as well as the planting of a Russian flag at the North Pole, a rigorous rhetoric from the Canadian government emerged through Canada’s national media. The official message emphasized that the presence of these Russian bomber patrols in the Arctic were tantamount to a direct threat to Canadian security and sovereignty. This discourse was all the more credible since other accounts emanating from other regions, especially in Europe, also mentioned an increase in Russian air activity, and in recurrent airspace violations.

It turns out that actual airspace violations are extremely scarce, although their number has increased since the Ukrainian crisis in 2014. Moreover, none took place in the Arctic, but rather in the Sea of Japan or in the Baltics. Since no such violation ever occurred in Canadian airspace, the very notion that Canadian security or sovereignty could be threatened seems quite exaggerated. Besides, the behavior of Russian planes seems much more aggressive in other areas. Finally, the sheer number of interceptions in the North American Arctic is quite small when compared with figures from other areas, especially the Black Sea, the Baltics, the Sea of Japan or even the Barents Sea. If Russia is indeed probing the air
defenses of its neighbors, for political or for military reasons, it is not doing so in the North American Arctic.

Notes


2. Canada never claimed a 300-nautical mile zone.

3. A few media examples: “Harper warns Russians after two bombers intercepted”, National Post, Feb. 29, 2009; “Back off and stay out of our airspace,’ Russia”, The Star (Toronto), Feb. 28, 2009; “Canadian jets repel Russian bombers”, Toronto Sun, July 30, 2010. Official declarations include for example: “We react so strongly when other countries show disrespect for our sovereignty over the Arctic” (PM Harper, CTV News, August 10, 2007); “I have expressed […] the deep concern our government has with increasingly aggressive Russian actions around the globe and Russian intrusions into our airspace” (PM Harper, National Post, Feb. 28, 2009).

4. Katarzyna Zysk, Senior Analyst and Associate Professor, Department of Norwegian Security Policy, Norwegian Institute for Defence Studies, personal communication, September 5, 2014 in Oslo; Barbro Hugaas, Assistant Director General, Department of Security Policy, Norwegian Ministry of Defence, personal communication, June 6, 2012 in Oslo.
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